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The promise of a state-of-the-art BPM Suite

- Model Driven Development
- Configurable User Screens
- Out-of-the-box Dashboards
- Integrations made easy

Build software like LEGO
Deploy complex & critical projects in a few months...

Loan approval process Procure-to-Pay process
Possibilities Everywhere
Business user: Can I do something like this by myself?

Submit Expenses

Book a Business Travel
IT: It’s really not that simple.

But ok. We’ll do it! We’ll place your request in our backlog...

Right there!
A disappointing reality check...

“Sorry BPM. McKayla Maroney is not impressed!”
Organization’s processes
The long tail...

BPMS focus

Ad-hoc documents, phone calls, e-mails
Ad-Hoc Framework

IBM BPM
Our lives are frivoled by detail...

Simplify, Simplify!

- Henry Thoreau
One process to rule them all
Easy authoring tool
< 5 minutes to build & deploy

Real-time Tracking
Process / Task Visibility
SLA Control & Escalations
IT Independence
When needed... easily extended with the capabilities of IBM BPM

✓ Monitoring and automation
✓ Custom Integrations
Simple processes Require simple solutions.

Use the same tasklist users already know!
Accelerate BPM Adoption: Promote Process Thinking All Above
Demo Agenda

1. Author an Ad-hoc Process
2. Run the process
3. Performance Dashboard
4. Process Discovery
Visit us in Portugal ;)

It’s kind of the European California

Reach me at: filipe.p.pereira@safira.pt
Thank you...